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MARKET COMMENTARY

The South African equity market produced a decent return in February, driven by strong returns from resources counters and industrial 
heavyweights, including Richemont, AB InBev and Naspers. Financials fared slightly worse, after an encouraging start to the year, 
with the large banks and life insurers weighing on index returns. Local listed property came under pressure during the month after 
a remarkable start to the year, as rising bond yields and poor results releases weighed on the sector. Local bonds ended the 
month relatively flat after a brief sell off following the budget speech. 
Finance Minister Tito Mboweni delivered his maiden budget speech in February. He was faced with an extremely difficult balancing 
act between delivering a credible budget, laying out further plans for President Ramaphosa’s planned reforms, appeasing influential 
ANC factions and the general public during an election year and laying out concrete plans to keep the ratings agencies happy. The 
budget speech was generally well received by market participants, with both the rand and local bonds recovering later in the day 
after a brief sell off. Moody’s will review South Africa’s sovereign credit rating at the end of March, and while the country’s rating is 
unlikely to be changed to non-investment grade, there is a possibility that the outlook may be changed from stable to negative.
The JSE All Share Index moved higher for a third consecutive month, returning +3.4% for the month of February. It was, however, a 
stock pickers market and it is worth noting the wide range of returns, with a 70% difference between the top and bottom 
performers. The top performing shares amongst the largest 60 companies on the JSE in February were Impala 
Platinum (+55.8%), Sibanye-Stillwater (+36.7%) and Anglo American Platinum (+20.2%). The worst performing 
shares in February were Hyprop (-13.9%), Rand Merchant Investment Holdings (-9.7%) and Woolworths (-8.8%). Resources (+9.1%) 
and Industrials (+3.5%) both delivered decent outcomes in the month, while Financials (-2.1%) struggled.

Listed property (-5.7%) gave up some of its gains from January after a very strong start to the year. With companies starting to 
release results, all indications are that the sector is likely to continue to face headwinds, with many companies guiding for distribution 
growth below inflation. Local bonds (-0.4%) finished marginally lower as bond yields drifted higher during the month. This can be 
viewed as a decent outcome, given South Africa’s fragile fiscal position as highlighted in the budget and a weaker rand during 
February. Cash delivered a stable return of +0.6% for the month.

The rand was weaker against most major currencies in February. The local currency depreciated against the pound sterling (6.7%), US 
dollar (5.6%) and euro (4.9%) during the month.

*All data is sourced from Morningstar Direct as at 28/02/2019. The performance of South African asset classes is quoted in rands.
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